xTales from the workshop – we’re living the dream in...

Another V8?

danny
hopkins

fuzz
townshend

matt jones

NEIL
CAMPBELL

RICHARD
DREDGE

Wine, boredom and eBay
are an unwise mix. But
this time there’s no
hangover... just a P6B.

We wondered what had
happened to the Imp and
the Slumber, too. It appears
Fuzz has them both now.

Matt’s race car is pinking,
apparently. Fortunately it’s
in the hands of people who
know about BMW engines .

It’s a first. Neil claims to
have sold a car for a
profit. He promises it
won’t happen again.

Richard did something
very shameful when he
was 19. Read his shocking
confession on p75.

Rear axle from the III will be
rebuilt to live under the II.

Jensen’s starter
quandary will
be solved by
next issue.

Danny leaves a Jensen on the floor and gets drunk with a P6
editor

DANNY HOPKINS
1970 ROVER
3500 P6B
ENGINE: 3528cc, V8, OHV
POWER: 160bhp@5200rpm
TORQUE: 210lb ft@2600rpm
0-60MPH: 10.8sec
MPG: 18

It’s out, and it ain’t half heavy.
Knees, bend and bumps-a-daisy.

WORK SINCE LAST
REPORT
Bought car, gave Fuzz some petrol
money and bought him a packet of
Rolos. He ate them all.
TIME SPENT: One day
CASH SPENT: £1003.28
MILEAGE SINCE LAST REPORT: 0

MY OTHER CLASSICS
1971 MORRIS MINOR TRAVELLER
I will do something on it soon… I will.
1971 JENSEN INTERCEPTOR II Is on
four wheels at last.
1986 TOYOTA SUPRA AUTO Is
scaring the bejaysus out of me in a
variety of ways. £500 and it’s yours.

‘for the first
time in my life
I found I hadn’t
made an
appallingly
embarrassing
decision the
night before’

Don Yardley
at Sports And
Classic has some
V8 advice for
Danny...

I

was relieved to discover that the pile of
ashes that fell out of my spares III’s
offside front wing over Christmas
(Sagas, February 2011) was neither the
remains of a former owner nor even a victim
of a former owner. It was part
of the emissions control
system linked to the fuel tank
breather.
Working rather like a
Second World War gas mask,
it is carbon canister that
filters the vapours that would
otherwise escape into the
atmosphere. It’s a bit of early
Seventies nonsense that was
designed to keep the US

authorities happy, so I’m glad that on the
Mk II I’m building, it isn’t an issue.
An afternoon under the III saw its rear
axle and suspension released and another
afternoon had it under the II, meaning my
project Jensen is on four
paws for the first time in
God knows how long.
Attempting to release the
seized components on the
III’s back end saw me having
to break out the ‘hot tools’
and axe through the
Panhard rod that traverses
the width of the car just
behind the back axle.
While sous-Interceptor III,

Useful contacts
■ The Jensen Owners’ Club
www.joc.org or call Keith Andrews on
01625 525699.
■ Rover P6 Club: Go to www.p6club.
com or email membership@p6club.
com for more information.
■ Sport and Classic: Contact info@
sportandclassic.co.uk or call Don on
01922 455 566.
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I discovered some further dramatic
bodgery from the previous administration.
A Connells ‘for sale’ sign forms the main
offside rear chassis rail, for instance, and
the III’s prop was attached to the diff with
pairs of locking nuts. Not the most
reassuring way to connect these
components on a two-ton supercar.
As soon as the engine, gearbox, glass
and dash are out of the III then I shall weigh
the shell in... unless you want it. It has a V5
and is tax exempt. The ultimate project for
£100? Or for £400 you can have the
untested engine and ’box as well.

Danny and Mike shake hands
on the sub-£900 Rover P6B deal.

P6aholic encounter

Last issue, I had decided to slim down my
fleet in the face of a late night, semialcoholic, eBay purchase. The wine-infused
car in question is one of my ‘desert island
classics’ – a Series I Rover 3500 P6B. It
possesses the slab sided Sixties flanks,
airy interior and has a V8 in the nose –
perfect. Rare to find one at the right price
too… so I pressed ‘buy’ and fell asleep.
Next day I woke up and for the first time
in my life I found I hadn’t made an
appallingly embarrassing decision the
night before. It still looked good – even
with a hangover. Recent respray, new
interior and brand new tyres. It was supercheap (£900) because it was minus half its
crankshaft rope oil seal and therefore

would need an engine out repair. I reckoned
this was not a huge problem considering
there was still oil in the sump and Mike, the
previous owner, hadn’t driven it since the
failure. The engine had been treated to
a recent top-end rebuild anyway.
I made my way to south Merseyside’s
Venice (Runcorn) with Fuzz Townshend to
pick it up from Mike (who already has his next
P6) and brought it back to Sport and Classic
in Aldridge, West Midlands, for a good poke
around and some decisive action.
There were some semi-agricultural patch
repairs underneath and a couple of annoying
blemishes, such as the door shuts having

been missed by the paint shop during
the recent respray – generally, though, I
was still feeling upbeat.
Then S&C proprietor Don Yardley
presented me with a dilemma in the
shape of a 45,000-mile Range Rover
block. ‘It’s stronger, it’s got the
Neoprene oil seal and it’s in great
condition; yours is an unknown quantity,
Danny.’ I’ll tell you what happens next
time. I want this to be a daily driver, so
the more robust block is tempting, as is
an LPG conversion of some sort –
experiences welcomed.
■ danny.hopkins@bauermedia.co.uk ➽

Underneath the Interceptor III arches... an estate agent’s For Sale board and some locking nut bodgery.

www.practicalclassics.co.uk

www.practicalclassics.co.uk
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Major MINOR
work aHEAD
technical editor

fuzz townshend
1961 MORIS 1000
TRAVELLER
ENGINE: 1098cc/4cyl/OHV
GEARBOX: 4-speed, manual
POWER: 48bhp@5100rpm
TORQUE: 60lb ft @2500rpm
0-60MPH – 24.8sec

WORK SINCE LAST
REPORT
Gearbox removed from a Sierra
TIME SPENT: 2 hours
CASH SPENT: £0 Thank you, William
MILEAGE: 400 miles

My other classics
1933 AUSTIN SEVEN RP
(Special) Patinating.
1934 LANCHESTER LA10
Over-wintering in the garage.
1959 JENSEN 541R Floored.
1960 DAIMLER SP250
Having a brake overhaul.
1960 HUMBER SUPER SNIPE
Wings in the waiting.
1975 Hillman Imp MoT time.
1985 BMW 520i Make me an offer.
1987 Range Rover SE Vogue –
New workhorse.
Good wood, crispy tin.

TWEET!

with Fuzz
on Twitter
@fuzztownshend

Fuzz’s little woodie needs
some tender loving care

I

t had to happen, really. The Morris
Traveller had been providing sterling
service through the harshest of the
winter months, probably seeing far more
use than it had in years.
Selected for a family outing to WestonSuper-Mare, after fluid checks were made,
the Cowley cottage fired up first time, as
always. The three-up load of two
process of scrapping his well-used Sierra.
Townshend juniors and myself didn’t seem
Not fitting it to the Traveller would be
excessive, but on hitting the long uphill
looking a gift horse in the mouth, especially
section of the southbound A49, just before
as it should give the Morris valuable cruising
Hereford, the 1098cc, A-Series dictated a
capacity. But should I convert the car to
change down from top to third, whereupon
1275cc power and uprate the brakes too?
the gearbox, quietly at first, gathered itself
Perhaps the engine conversion can wait,
towards a melodious howl. Being a former
but using the car has also alerted me to the
omnibusman, I found this new sonic effect
state of the body, which, although good in
rather pleasing, but realised it meant that
wood, is in need of metallic attention. The
all was not well within the ratio world.
rear arches are showing signs of parting
Thereafter, the ’box grumbled its way all
company with the body sides, so I think I’m
the way to the seaside. On the way back to
going to enjoy myself making the repairs
Shropshire, a metallic sound set in, in every
one–step-at-a-time, as well as trying out the
gear but second. We made it back but the
Ford gearbox – unless an
Moggy is now on the sick list.
original Mog-’box happens
So what to do? I’m
Type 9 gearbox with
to surface.
really enjoying the
it.
on
e
nam
a Minor’s
The Daimler SP250’s
car’s mechanical
front brakes have
specification as it is,
completed 25,000 miles of
but I happen to have
hard use, so the pads are
a Ford Type 9
overdue for replacement.
gearbox on my front
David Manners delivered
doorstep. This unit
a new set pronto. All
was recently acquired
that’s needed now is
from a friend, William,
some time to fit it.
who was in the

‘I’m going to
enjoy making
the repairs’

■ Westgate Classics 01922 458526,
www.westgateclassics.co.uk
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The Imp
returns, just in
time for some
spring fun….

…while, the Humber still slumbers.

Fuzz impregnates
mat in the workshop.

A reminder of the
little green fella’s
potent injected
power plant.

Special
needs

Welcoming the
Austin Seven
Special to
Shropshire coincided with
some of the winter’s worst weather.
Consequently, the bonnet has patinated
badly, but Ben Rodway has offered to
store it in his barn. Eventually, it’ll be
transferred to my Westgate Classics
business to get on with the build properly.

They’re back!

Meanwhile two old Rootes favourites are
back in my hands – Humber Super Snipe
estate, LAS855, and fuel-injected Hillman
Imp, JJK 752P. The Humber had been
waiting for attention from KolorShack’s
former MD, the late Phil Perkins, who’d
managed to source a decent pair of front
wings for the car. It’ll now have to wait for
me, but at least it remains dry-stored.
The 81bhp-at-the-wheels Hillman had
been with Bauer Media MD, Rob Munro-Hall,
but he’d decided to replace it with a
Porsche 911 competition car, leaving the
green-meanie homeless. Being my former
project, I couldn’t resist the temptation.

There’s more...

Unbelievably, yet another new addition to
the fleet is a 1987 Range Rover SE Vogue.
This is mainly the wheeled steed of the
future Mrs Townshend, but doubles up as
a handy tow vehicle in combination with
my newly-acquired car trailer.
It quickly developed a non-starting fault
and after a wild goose-chase, removing

Disgraced Mog’ refuses
to face the camera.

Useful contacts

E21 camps out
in its winter
paint booth/
gazebo.

the fuel pump from the tank after finding
only a dribble of petrol at the main fuel
gallery on this injected engine, the fault
was found to be a solidly blocked main fuel
filter. It’s a real treat to drive such a lofty
car but I can live without its 18mpg.

Sk8board oolz
r

While looking at the sheet aluminium and
plywood floor sections of the Jensen 541R,
it struck me that here was a weak point in
the design. Plywood is a surprising material
to find under one’s feet in a 130mph Fifties
supercar, but it’s light and, with a bit of
work, can be made immensely strong.
Back in the Seventies, I was a regular at
Arrow Skate Park, in Wolverhampton. My
choice of board was a Gordon and Smith
Fibreflex Bowl Rider, which was a sandwich
of quality ply between glassfibre.
I can do that, I thought. Glassfibre mat,
resin and hardener is available from motor
factors, as well as yacht chandlers and

builders merchants. If you’re planning the
same, get some nitrile work gloves, too.
Humming a skateboarding anthem,
I coated the plywood with activated resin,
then smoothed on the glassfibre mat. This
was impregnated with more resin. Each
side was left to cure before the other face
was treated, after which the edges were
trimmed and given more coats of resin.
The aluminium floor panels will be
affixed to the steel chassis and made
watertight with sealant, before being
overlaid with the composite panels, which
will also be sealed.
I may use a modern adhesive rather than
screws, as this will further help to keep
moisture from getting to these vulnerable
areas and should also prevent unalike
metals coming into contact with each
other. As for the Jensen being present at
my wedding this Spring, I’m not holding out
much hope for it.
■ fuzz.townshend@practicalclassics.co.uk ➽

Townshend’s new business
venture, Westgate Classics.

www.practicalclassics.co.uk

www.practicalclassics.co.uk
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Jones inserts
his pink lump
into the E21.

deputy editor

matt jones
1982 BMW 318iS

ENGINE 1796cc/4cyl/DOHC
GEARBOX 5-spd man
power 155bhp@6000rpm
TORQUE 149lb ft@4600rpm
0-60MPH TBC
TOP SPEED TBC
MPG TBC
VALUE Hopefully

Safety
Devices
roll cage
mocked
up…

WORK SINCE LAST
REPORT
Engine fitted, roll-cage mocked up,
differential installed, gearbox and
lightweight flywheel mated to engine,
short-shift kit added.
TIME SPENT 41 hours
CASH SPENT £650 for Safety Devices
roll cage, £45 for SuperPro
polyurethane anti-roll bar bush kit,
£480 for eBay-sourced American E21
limited-slip differential, £110 for GSF Car
Parts E30 325 clutch kit.
MILEAGE 0

MY OTHER CLASSICS
1985 Jaguar XJ6 SIII
Saggy headlining, dodgy suspension,
blown head gasket, buyer sought.

‘High fives were
distributed,
but once we
raised the
ramp, we
noticed there
were a few
issues...’

matt’s racing
BMW is on track

Gearbox problems overcome, E30 twin-cam re-homed

F

ew things rejuvenate your resto mojo
more than reinstalling massive metal
things into your project car. This is
precisely why I’m feeling pretty chipper
about the BMW racer, despite pink partsordering foul play (see PC, February 2011).
With help from the team at classic BMW
specialist, Fritz’s Bits, I have now fitted the
car’s mechanical architecture. Admittedly,
the de-laminating front screen needs
replacing at some point and we’re yet to
decipher the electrical voodoo required for it
to fire up, but we’re getting close.
And considering what we started with –
a wretched little car with a dodgy MoT –
everything’s thumping along nicely.

Solutions...
Useful contacts
■ Fritz’s Bits 01823 674459,
www.fritzsbits.co.uk
■ GSF Car Parts
www.gsfcarparts.com
■ Predator Styling
01884 210893
■ Safety Devices 01638 560524,
www.safetydevices.com
■ SuperPro 01823 690281,
www.superpro.eu.com
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The legal sort of LSD.
American sourced and
bloody expensive.

‘the low-sling sump twinned with
speed bumps would be perilous’

The last time I wrote, the mountain of
bodywork was in the process of being
scaled by FB’s welderiser, Ollie Dunnet.
Moments after I hit the final full stop on my
previous Saga’s Word document, FB
proprietor, Rich Hearn, phoned to say it was
ready for its engine. After making an
involuntary noise, I raced down to Somerset.
On arrival, Rich and I started talking
gearboxes. The original E30 unit doesn’t
have a pick-up for the speedometer and it
also mates to an enormous 24lb dual-mass

flywheel. The original 316’s has a different
bellhousing PCD, so it’s out too.
The solution came courtesy of a rotten
323i – tidier than mine used to be, as it
goes. It donated its 13lb flywheel and fivespeed gearbox, which has a mechanical
pick-up for the original 316 and shares its
bellhousing configuration with the M42.
Oddly, the original M10 engine shares its
bellhousing configuration with the
heavyweight six-cylinder M30 engine, not
the dainty M42. Anyway, the gearbox also
collaborates nicely with the 3.9:1 LSD. The
diff’ itself was a seldom-ticked option in
Blighty, forcing my search for a suitable
donor to the USA, where they abound.
After sending an improbable amount of
money to an American eBay member, mine
arrived. Surprisingly, it was still pretty tight.
After bolting it in place, we turned our
attention back to the ’box. While the 323i
effort is well mated, it does have rather a
long throw. Rich, however, had a solution.
A BMW Z3 1.9’s shifter slots neatly into
the 323i unit and, because the fulcrum point
is higher up the gearstick, reduces the
throw significantly. Re-homing only required
20 minutes of wet-and-dryery around the
nylon washers that hold the stick’s yoke in
before it clicked into place.

www.practicalclassics.co.uk

Finally, I called GSF Car Parts and
bought the toughest clutch known to
older BMWs – an E30 325 effort – then we
mated everything together.
After hoisting the engine and ’box up
on the engine crane we commenced
installation. A few minutes of shuffling
and grunting saw its bespoke mounts
settled onto the new bushings. Some
spanner twirling shackled body and
powerplant together.
High fives were distributed but once
we raised the ramp, we noticed there
were a few issues. First, my eagerness to
lower the car’s centre of gravity by
winding the GAZ height-adjustable
coilover suspensions down to their lowest
setting had caused a problem. To explain
it requires a brief nerdgasm.
The M42 I’m using was the first engine
that BMW laid over a further seven
degrees to its predecessors, which it did
to lower the centre of gravity. So, instead
of the original M10 engine’s nine-degree
kilter, it lays over at 16 degrees. This
means standing the engine up seven
degrees so that the transmission tunnel
hole lines up with the gearshifter. Doing
so, however, means the sump dangles
very closely to the ground.
Still awake? Anyhow, the low-slung
sump twinned with North London’s
mountainous speedbumps would be
perilous. The best solution was trimming
and re-TIG-welding the sump. It’ll require
re-scoring of the dipstick and demand
obsessive level checks, but it’s neat.

www.practicalclassics.co.uk

Sump’s a little
low. Also note
superior SuperPro
polyurethane
anti-roll bar bushes.

TWEET!
with Matt

on Twitter
My TIG skills are, however,
slotted the pile of SuperPro
@mattfbjones
non-existent so I phoned an old
polyurethane bushings on the
contact, Mark Sugden from
anti-roll bar and suspension
Predator Styling. He’s just down the road in
linkages. SuperPro’s blend of polyurethane
Devon from Fritz’s Bits and he fitted the
affords all the usual bonuses – long life
superb stainless exhaust system to my
and taught handling among them – but
V8-powered Mercedes (remember that?).
there should be no increase in ride
He talked me into investing in a full freeharshness or vibration. It also makes parts
flow stainless system.
for weird little BMWs, unlike some other
Second, the propshaft was 42mm too
polyurethane bush suppliers.
short. I’m sure Fritz’s Bits’ E21 propshaft bin
Now, with a rejuvenated resto mojo it’s
will reveal a combination that fits, or at
time to tackle that cage. Hopefully I’ll get
least minimises modification. But before
it fitted before I roll the car.
bothering with the big stuff, Ollie and I
■ matt.jones@practicalclassics.co.uk
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1983 TRIUMPH
ACCLAIM HLS

SECTION editor

NEIL CAMPBELL

ENGINE: 1335cc/4-cyl/OHC
GEARBOX: 5-speed manual
POWER: 72bhp@5000rpm
TORQUE: 80lb ft@3000rpm
0-60MPH/TOP SPEED:
12.7sec/91mph
MPG: 39

1965 TRIUMPH
HERALD 1200

ENGINE: 1147cc/4-cyl/OHV
GEARBOX: 4-speed manual
POWER: 39bhp@4500rpm
TORQUE: 60.8lb ft@2250rpm
0-60MPH/TOP SPEED:
28.6sec/76mph
MPG: 0 (no fuel tank)

1969 Triumph
Vitesse 2.5L

WORK DONE SINCE
LAST REPORT

Removal of roll-cage and mouse nest
from Vitesse. Herald bootlid bashing,
buying and selling.
TIME SPENT: 12 hours.
CASH SPENT: + £200. That’s right,
Neil has finally sold a car for more
than he paid for it.

CONTRIBUTOR

RICHARD DREDGE

Engine: 2498cc/6-cyl
Gearbox: 4-spd manual
+overdrive
Power: 130bhp@4675rpm
Torque: 160lb ft@3520rpm
Top speed: 110mph
MPG: 20

WORK DONE
SINCE LAST
REPORT

Collected nickelplated fuel tank
Time spent:
Half a day
Cash spent: £275
Mileage: 117

Fleet updates
The others...
On the road 3 On the ramp 8
Ben Field
1973 mg midget
8 New engine on the dyno at last.

Chris Barrie

unpimp my
ride, please

1955 Triumph TR2
3 It’s been out and about.

1964 Wolseley 1500
8 I have revitalising plans for this.

1983 Jaguar XJ6
3 Plodding along nicely, thank you.

John Simpson
1966 sunbeam alpine V GT
8 Still no progress. Roll on Spring.

1969 wolseley hornet

Another Triumph
going to another
new home, this time
to Dave Cooney.

XUK’s new owner
David Hemmings at the
handover ceremony. Its
future looks bright.

four triumphs!

A new Triumph came and an old Triumph went. Then
the new one went. But the other one’s not going yet...

M

y Triumph count recently and
briefly reached the dizzying
heights of four – two Vitesses,
my prison Herald, and a new arrival in the
shape of an Acclaim. This was patently too
many, even for me. Luckily a few days
after I’d added the Tronda to the fleet,
a nice man called David Hemmings
subtracted a Vitesse.
TSSC member David was after a winter
project, but wasn’t keen on the Safety
Devices roll cage. So I kept it in return for
fewer pounds. He arrived the very next
day with a fistful of cash and a trailer.
At the time of writing, David has already
repaired the chassis and XUK 72G – once
the much abused daily hack of one Fuzz
Townshend – is due back on the road this
summer. Result.

I’d bought my Acclaim through the PC
classifieds in November as I wanted a
reliable, frugal classic to make my 120-mile
daily commute more interesting. Six
hundred pounds later, a mint 42,000-mile
HLS in a dashing shade of beige was mine.
If you’ve read pages 7-14, you’ll
recognise it, but It wasn’t even meant to
feature. I’d earmarked a scratty but roadlegal £350 1977 Vauxhall Cavalier for
that end, but the deal fell through which
I immediately regretted, especially when
the Acclaim then uncharacteristically
failed to start the morning of the
photoshoot.
Afterwards as part of the feature, we all
had to advertise our £600 cars in our sister
publication, Classic Car Weekly. I hoped the
phone wouldn’t ring as I didn’t want to sell,

but predictably, it did. It was another
textbook sale.
The interested party was Dave
Cooney, the chairman of a local classic
car club. He viewed the same day, was
friendly and polite and had brought a
friend along so he could drive it home –
the sign of a genuine buyer. I really
didn’t want to sell but Dave waved
£800 at me for 20 seconds until I finally
gave in, and signed the V5.
I consoled myself with the fact that
of the 3000 miles the Acclaim had
covered in the past decade I’d
contributed 1800 in nine weeks, so it’s
probably better off as a show car.
Work has continued on the prison
Herald and now the body lines up, but
the bootlid fouls the fins. Dressing the
edges helped the clearance, but not
enough. Borrowing a PortaPower
hydraulic jack from Motorvation, I eased
the wings apart and left the car
overnight. It didn’t work, as I hadn’t
applied enough pressure.
The next morning they sprang back
to where they were the day before–
just as well, as the bootlid bracing bars
were awol. I’m hoping replacing them
will help. Got any spare ones?
■ neil.campbell@practicalclassics.co.uk

8 It’s the same story here.

1975 mg midget 1500
8 And here. I don’t like winter.

1981 MINI 1000
8 Part 4 of the resto next issue.

1988 matra murena

The Vitesse is off to get its mods unmodified

I

t’s 19 years since I bought the
Vitesse, and the first four of those
were spent being rebuilt. Aged just
21 when I bought it, I modified the car in
numerous ways – most of which
resulted in it being less pleasant to use,
thirstier and less reliable.
One of the ‘upgrades’ that’s caused
perennial frustration is the trio of
Webers that feed the Vitesse’s
straight-six engines, and with various
other ailments needing to be fixed, I’ve
decided that this year it’s crunch time.
I’ve despatched the Triumph to Norfolk,
where David Aspinall of Anglian Triumph
Services will take it apart.
The original offer was simply to set
the carbs up properly, but a 400-mile
round trip just for that seemed daft, so
I’ve also asked David to replace the
slipping J-Type overdrive and fix the
engine oil leak that’s plagued the

Useful contacts
■ Motorvation, Barnack , Lincs
01780 740631

Fit-and-forget
SPL-treated fuel tank.
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Triumph since it was returned to the
road back in 1996. The exhausts will
also be realigned – a trip to Le Mans five
years ago saw me catch one of the
silencers on a gate stay. I’d hoped it
would be a case of simply pushing
everything back into place, but sadly
not. David runs an exhaust and tyre
centre alongside his Triumph
workshops though, so he should be
able to do the necessary without the
need for too much swearing.
I’m also having the tubular stainless
exhaust manifolds thermally wrapped,
as they sit directly under the inlet
manifolds; fuel vaporisation could be
what led to the engine dying, stranding
me in France last summer.
Also on the agenda is the fitment of
a fit-and-forget nickel-plated fuel tank,
prepared by Surface Processing in
Dudley. During the rebuild I bought
various potions to clean and protect
the inside of the steel tank, and I
reckon the protective coating has
started to peel off, blocking the pick-up
pipe. While the original tank featured a
drain plug, mine doesn’t because it was
removed as part of the rebuild...
I reckon many of my mods will end
up being undone as part of its stay in
Norfolk. The house is being
remortgaged as I write this.
n mail@richarddredge.com

3 Close to a sale.

1997 MGF
3 New headlamps to be fitted.

Sam Glover
1952 Tatra T600
3 A modernist ornament.

1967 Bond 875
3 Waiting for new bits to weld on.

1967 CitroËn Ami 6
3 Arbres de transmission sont fatigués.

1968 Tatra 603
3 Still lacking shiny black paint.

1971 Barkas B1000
3 In need of pistons.

1972 Volvo 1800ES
3 Weld-a-thon soon to commence.

1976 Rover 3500S
8 Destination Paris.

1978 Volvo 66
8 Painted and working.

1985 Lada 1300
3 New parts from www.retrosalon.ru

1987 Dacia Sport
8 Hilarious Romanian hack.

1991 Maestro 1.3
8 For special occasions only.

Gervais Seymour
1986 Audi quattro WR
3Back in business. More next issue.
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